Testing for taphonomic bias in deep time using trilobite sclerite ratios
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A B S T R A C T

Taphonomic sorting can be assessed directly in fossil assemblages by comparing expected and observed proportions of elements of multielement skeletons. Trilobites are model organisms for this approach because each individual possesses one cranidium (head) and one pygidium (tail). Departures from an expected 1:1 cranidia:pygidia (C/P) ratio reflect taphonomic processes such as size- or shape-sorting. We analyzed a dataset of >16,000 secondarily silicified cranidia and pygidia from subtidal, storm-influenced facies of a highstand systems tract in the House Limestone (Lower Ordovician) in Utah. Species fall into four distinct isotaphonomic groups, which we define as sets of morphologically similar species likely to have similar responses to taphonomic processes. All isotaphonomic groups have median C/P ratios that depart significantly from expected proportions; micropygous groups show strong enrichment of cranidia in all samples, whereas isopygous groups include some pygidia-rich samples. Despite this, rank orders of abundances and C/P ratios are not correlated for any isotaphonomic group, indicating that sorting bias is not controlling abundance patterns. Cluster analysis of genus abundance data defined two biofacies, each of which included unique dominant taxa, and which characterized early and late highstand strata. The same groupings of samples were readily recognizable using ordination (non-metric multidimensional scaling). Rank orders of C/P and positions of samples along ordination axes are not correlated, so that sorting bias does not influence biofacies groupings. Rank order of species richness of samples, both before and after rarefaction also shows no correlation with C/P. The results indicate that paleoecological analysis is possible despite clear evidence of taphonomic sorting. In this case, sorting has shuffled sclerite ratios without having a significant impact on taxonomic abundances and species richness. However, taphonomic bias may be problematic in more proximal marine environments where frequent winnowing produces extensive sorting and differential breakage of skeletal material.

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The overwhelming majority of marine fossil assemblages are accumulations of shells that have been concentrated to varying degrees by hydrodynamic processes or by low rates of background sedimentation. Intuitively, we expect depositional processes to influence parameters such as taxon abundance and richness, which underpin most paleoecological and paleobiological studies. That is, taxon abundance in the fossil record is a reflection of original ecologic abundance filtered by taphonomic processes (including hydrodynamic size and shape sorting of shells or sclerites, and differential breakage). Implicit in any analysis of fossil abundance data is the assumption that taphonomic overprint is sufficiently low that comparisons between samples yield meaningful ecological patterns, or that taphonomically distorted collections can at minimum be identified and accounted for (e.g., Westrop, 1986).

Estimating the extent to which taphonomy has altered original abundance is, however, difficult, and most work has focused on actualistic studies of Recent life and death assemblages (e.g., Alin and Cohen, 2004; Edinger et al., 2001; Greenstein, 1993; Kidwell, 2001, 2002, 2013; Lockwood and Chasant, 2006; Olszewski and Kidwell, 2007; Tomašových, 2006; Tomašových and Kidwell, 2009). The results of these studies are generally optimistic in outlook. They indicate that at least in modern molluscan-dominated faunas and at coarse mesh sizes, death assemblages on average retain much of the taxon-abundance information of their source communities. However, moving beyond the surficial record of unconsolidated sediment in modern environments is a challenge, and the extent to which live-dead comparisons can be extrapolated back to what are likely more strongly filtered assemblages in the fossil record is far from clear.

In deep time, we lack the base line of live abundances for comparison, so that bias must be assessed indirectly. Comparative field studies can be informative where analogues of modern molluscan assemblages are preserved. Tomašových (2006), for example, used ordinations of non-reworked vs. storm-reworked, bivalve-rich, Triassic shell beds to show that fidelity was not substantially affected by storm reworking. An alternative approach compares expected and observed abundances of skeletal elements to identify taphonomic overprint of abundance...
data (Moore and Norman, 2009). This method exploits the fact that the number of skeletal elements contributed to the fossil record by each individual is usually known, and departures from expected proportions will indicate taphonomic sorting or differential destruction.

In this paper we combine these methods in a comprehensive, field-based analysis of taphonomic bias in a Lower Ordovician trilobite fauna. We use sclerite ratios to test for taphonomic bias in the abundances of groups of species within samples, and examine the differential response of various morphotypes to shared depositional processes. We also apply multivariate methods to define groupings of samples (biofacies or trilobite communities) and test for a relationship between these groupings and sclerite ratios.

2. Trilobites as model organisms for studying taphonomic bias

Trilobites were diverse and widespread components of Lower Paleozoic marine communities. Their remains occur in virtually all sedimentary facies, from peritidal carbonates to shales and carbonates deposited in slope or deep basin settings (e.g., Fortey, 1975; Westrop and Adrain, 1998). This broad distribution, together with their multielement skeletons, makes trilobites model organisms for investigation of taphonomic patterns.

Analysis of multi-element skeletons offers a novel way to assess taphonomic bias and fidelity of fossil assemblages (Moore and Norman, 2009). All trilobites have a single cranidium (head) and pygidium (tail), usually of quite different size and shape. Regardless of age, environment or taxon, they entered the sedimentary record with an initial cranidia: pygidia (C/P) ratio of 1, and any departure from this will reflect post-mortem processes. Trilobite sclerite ratios in fossil samples hold the promise of a powerful means to test for taphonomic overprint. They are potentially more sensitive indicators of taphonomic overprint than those of other, mostly bivalved invertebrates because trilobites encompass a far wider range of morphological diversity. Distinct morphotypes recur repeatedly through the history of trilobites and have been studied extensively for the interpretation of life habits (e.g., Westrop, 1983; Fortey and Owens, 1990, 1997). These morphotypes can also be exploited in comparative taphonomic studies. Studies in vertebrate paleontology have traditionally made comparisons between samples that deemed to be isotaphonomic, either by showing similar taphonomic attributes, or by being drawn from similar depositional environments likely to have experienced similar taphonomic processes (e.g., Behrensmeyer et al., 1992; Moore and Norman, 2009). In this paper, we coin the term “isotaphonomic group” to describe sets of species with similar morphologies that can be expected to respond in similar ways to waves and currents. Isotaphonomic groups incorporate measures of both size and shape. They may be isopygous (cranidium and pygidium similar in size), strongly micropygous (in which the pygidium is much smaller than the cranidium), or in some cases macropygous (with the pygidium larger than the cranidium). They range from strongly vaulted to nearly flat, or from spiny or tuberculate to almost completely smooth. As such, they are conceptually similar to the morphotypes of Fortey and Owens (1990, 1997). Typical trilobite assemblages are composed of several isotaphonomic groups, permitting comparison of sorting patterns both within and between groups. In fact, trilobites are sufficiently diverse in morphology to act as proxies for community-wide patterns. They have the advantage of controlling for other sources of variation, including differences in shell composition, microstructure and in the nature of the articulation between skeletal components, which complicate sorting in, for example, rhynchonelliform brachiopods (Alexander, 1990).

3. Stratigraphic setting

3.1. Study area

The study area, in the Ibex area of the southern House Range, Millard County, western Utah (Fig. 1), has a long history of research and exposes one of the classic Lower Ordovician successions in North America (e.g., Hintze, 1953; Ross et al., 1997; Adrain et al., 2009, 2014). The oldest Ordovician unit in the southern House Range is the House Limestone, a carbonate succession that has been divided into three members by Miller et al. (2001). We sampled the youngest of these, the Red Canyon Member, in a 69.5 m segment of the upper half of a measured section at the Lava Dam North locality (Fig. 1B) documented most recently by Miller et al. (2001, 2003) and Adrain et al. (2003).

3.2. Sedimentary facies and sequence stratigraphy

The Lower Ordovician sequence stratigraphy and sedimentary facies of the study area will be treated elsewhere and only a brief summary is presented here. Most of the Red Canyon Member has been interpreted as a highstand succession above lowstand to transgressive systems tracts recorded by the underlying Burnout Canyon Member (Miller et al., 2003; Saltzman et al., 2015). The entire member has been assigned to the Rossodus manitouensis (conodont) Zone (Miller et al., 2003).

![Fig. 1. Maps showing the location of section LDN (Lava Dam North).](image-url)
indicating that it lies within the lower Tremadocian Stage (upper Skullrockian Stage of the North American nomenclature).

Two lithofacies dominate the Red Canyon Member. The bioturbated lime mudstone–wackestone (Fig. 2A, B) also includes minor cm- to dm-thick intraclastic rudstone layers and dm–thick intervals of calcisiltite; thin (mm-thick), patchy accumulations of silicified trilobites sclerites occur on some bedding surfaces (Fig. 2C, D) and these are the primary sources of the samples used in this study. The lithofacies occurs throughout the succession, but accounts for most of the early highstand (lower 45 m of the study interval). It is interpreted as recording subtidal deposition above mean storm wave base.

The late highstand (upper 24 m of the study interval) is characterized by the addition of the heterolithic facies (Fig. 2E, F), which is composed of cm- to dm-thick layers of lime mudstone–wackestone, laminated calcisiltite and bio-intraclastic pack- and grainstone. Layers are separated by sub-planar, gently undulating to irregular (white arrow) scoured surfaces.
at least some of which are hardgrounds; thin accumulations of trilobites are present. Heterolithic facies of this kind have been interpreted as recording deposition in a shallow subtidal to intertidal setting (e.g., Pratt, 2010), but the presence of diverse trilobite faunas (up to eleven species) argues for a subtidal, rather than intertidal, origin. It does, however, represent a shallower setting than the bioturbated lime mudstone–wackestone facies.

The late highstand is characterized by meter-scale, cyclic alternations of the heterolithic and lime mudstone–wackestone facies (Fig. 2E); at least nine cycles are present in the study interval. They could be interpreted as conventional, shallowing upward parasequences that are capped by heterolithic facies. However, boundaries between hemicycles are sharp and non-gradational (Fig. 2E), suggesting that they may be better regarded as high-frequency sequences (e.g., Zecchin and Catuneanu, 2013). The heterolithic facies forms the base of each cycle, recording a small-scale TST, with the lime mudstone–wackestone facies recording the highstand. From this perspective, the cycles are largely deepening upward.

The highstand succession of the Red Canyon Member follows the expected pattern with shallowing in the latter part (normal regression) as sedimentation fills accommodation space. Trilobites are present throughout the member and, as discussed below, the general shallowing trend may have some relevance for the interpretation of the abundances of isotaphonomic groups (Figs. 3, 4B–E) and the distribution of biofacies. However, there is no correlation between stratigraphic order and rank order of C/P (Spearman’s rho = 0.118; p = 0.51). B–E. Relative abundance of each isotaphonomic group (Fig. 3) expressed as log10 abundance of individuals in collections. B. Hintzecurinae (Group 1). C. Politicus (Group 2). D. Symphysurina (Group 3). E. Asaphidae (Group 4).

Abundance counts were made using the minimum number of individuals (MNI) method (Gilinsky and Bennington, 1994), which in practice meant the maximum of either cranidia or pygidia for each species in the sample. These sclerites can be identified readily, whereas others

4. Methods

The Lower Ordovician succession at Ibex is well known for secondary silicification of trilobite sclerites (e.g., Hintze, 1953; Adrain et al., 2003, 2009, 2012, 2014; McAdams and Adrain, 2011a, 2011b, 2011c). Horizons in the carbonates of Red Canyon Member with silicified trilobites were discovered by searching for sclerites weathering out in relief on bedding and other surfaces; every bed in the member that showed evidence of silicification was sampled. Beyond the likelihood of silicification, details of taphonomic attributes (fragmentation, sorting) or taxon abundances were not evident in the field. Rather, the preservational condition of sclerites and taxonomic composition of each sample were revealed following processing by dissolution of limestone matrix in dilute hydrochloric acid. There was no conscious bias towards collecting samples of a particular taphonomic grade in the field.

Abundance counts were made using the minimum number of individuals (MNI) method (Gilinsky and Bennington, 1994), which in practice meant the maximum of either cranidia or pygidia for each species in the sample. These sclerites can be identified readily, whereas others

Fig. 4. Collection data from Section Lava Dam North; collections are stacked in ascending stratigraphic order. Sample numbers indicate meters above the base of the section, with the base of the Red Canyon Member at 77.0 m). A. Overall taphonomic bias in collections, expressed as the cranidia:pygidia (C/P) ratio for each entire sample; there is no correlation between stratigraphic order and rank order of C/P (Spearman’s rho, 0.118; p = 0.51). B–E. Relative abundance of each isotaphonomic group (Fig. 3) expressed as log10 abundance of individuals in collections. B. Hintzecurinae (Group 1). C. Politicus (Group 2). D. Symphysurina (Group 3). E. Asaphidae (Group 4).

Fig. 5. Plot of overall taphonomic bias, expressed as the cranidia:pygidia (C/P) ratio, against sample size (individuals). Rank order of C/P ratio is not correlated with sample size (Spearman’s rho = −0.076; p = 0.67).
(e.g., hypostomes) are more difficult to assign to species, and counts of isolated thoracic segments cannot be converted with confidence into individuals. Because trilobites molt, it is conceivable although unlikely that an individual trilobite contributed more than one set of sclerites to an assemblage. Molt frequency declines in mature individuals of many modern aquatic arthropods, and there may be a terminal molt (e.g., Havens and McConaugha, 1990; Walls et al., 2002; Tamone et al., 2007); the distribution of pre-mortem epibionts in Flexicalymene indicates that this was also the case in trilobites (Brandt, 1996). Moreover, preservation potential of small sclerites of earlier instars will be relatively low, so that it seems likely that trilobite assemblages with different size classes for species record multiple generations, rather than the cumulative record of instars of a single generation. As such, typical trilobite assemblages may be little different from samples of invertebrates that grow by accretion.

Counts were restricted to mature (holaspid) sclerites. Immature (late meraspids; earlier ontogenetic stages are absent) pygidia were identified readily from the presence of proto-thoracic segments. Cranidia lack such obvious morphological identifiers, but articulated exoskeletons are known for all taxa, either from our collections or from elsewhere, and this allows relative sizes of holaspid cranidia and pygidia to be determined. Eight small samples with fewer than 50 individuals were excluded from the analysis. This left 34 samples (Fig. 4) with a median size of 290 individuals, and a combined total of >16,000 individuals; average stratigraphic spacing was 2.04 m, with a minimum of 0.2 m and a maximum of 4.6 m. Thirty-one of the samples are from the bioturbated lime mudstone–wackestone facies (26 from the lime mudstone–wackestones themselves and five from interlayered dm-thick calcisiltite units) and only three (LDN 132, 140.3 and 142.0) are from the heterolithic facies. This allows relative sizes of holaspid cranidia and pygidia to be determined.

For the analysis of taphonomic bias among morphotypes, species were divided into four readily identifiable isosphonomic groups defined by sclerite shape, size and sculpture. Group 1 (Hintzecurinae; Fig. 3A) consists of small, vaulted, micropygous, and heavily tuberculate species. Group 2 (Politicurus; Fig. 3B) comprise moderate to large sized species that are vaulted, micropygous, and smooth. Species of group 3 (Symphysurina; Fig. 3C) are large, nearly isopygous, vaulted, and smooth. Group 4 (Asaphidae; Fig. 3D) is also composed of large, isopygous and smooth species that differ from Group 3 in having flattened, rather than vaulted, sclerites.

5. Analysis of isosphonomic groups

5.1. Sorting patterns among isosphonomic groups and their relationships to abundance

All four isosphonomic groups depart from the expected C/P ratio of 1.0 (Fig. 6) indicating some degree of sorting bias. The two micropygous groups (1, Hintzecurinae and 2, Politicurus) show strong enrichment of cranidia, and pygidia-rich samples are absent (Fig. 6A, B). Median values differ between the two groups, but not significantly so (Table 1), suggesting the primary signal is sorting by relative size rather than shape. As would be anticipated, frequency distributions for the two isopygous groups (3, Symphysurina; 4, Asaphidae) are significantly different from those of the micropygous groups (Table 1). In both cases, C/P ratios are closer to the expected values (Fig. 6C, D), and include pygidia-rich samples. The median value is lower (<1) for Asaphidae than in Symphysurina, and this difference is significant (Table 1) indicating that the sorting patterns of isopygous taxa are unlikely to be the result of sclerite size alone. Rather, convexity likely plays a role, with the vaulted sclerites of Symphysurina behaving differently from the flattened sclerites of Asaphidae.

Despite clear evidence of taphonomic bias and differences in sorting patterns between isosphonomic groups, there is no significant correlation between rank order of C/P and rank order of abundance for any of the groups.
the groups (Fig. 7; Table 2). The MNI method of calculating number of individuals will tend to insulate abundance counts against simple taphonomic bias in which one skeletal element is lost relative to others, either by sorting or differential breakage. However, our result is independent of the counting method used to define abundance. We recalculated abundances of each isotaphonomic group as the maximum number of individuals (Gilinsky and Bennington, 1994; in this case the sum of the number of pygidia and cranidia), which should generate a negative correlation between abundance and C/P if there is a significant sorting effect. However, this also failed to produce a significant correlation with rank order of C/P (Table 3). In other words, sorting bias is not a controlling factor because abundance does not covary with sclerite sorting ratios. Instead, sorting has simply reshuffled sclerite ratios within isotaphonomic groups without significantly distorting the rank abundances of these groups.

5.2. Where have all the pygidia of micropygous taxa gone?

Hintzecurinae (Group 1) and Politicus (Group 2) show extreme enrichment of cranidia in some samples (Fig. 6A, B), and this raises the question as to why there are no corresponding pygidia-rich samples. One possibility is that pygidia might be depleted by differential breakage without any corresponding bias in the abundance of cranidia. However, hintzecurine and Politicus tails are thick and quite robust, and it is difficult to envisage a mechanical process that would impact only pygidia. Small cranidia would also be vulnerable, as would delicate structures of larger cranidia (e.g., various spines; posterolateral projection). However, the silicified samples from the Red Canyon Member are characterized by exquisite preservation, without evidence for pervasive breakage (Fig. 8; see also Adrain et al., 2003, Figs. 7, 8, 12). This suggests that differential breakage is not a significant factor in our collections. Instead, we argue that the absence of pygidia-rich assemblages expected from differential sorting is likely due to collecting bias. As noted above, horizons with silicified trilobites were discovered by searching for sclerites weathering out in relief on bedding and other surfaces. The small pygidia of micropygous trilobites do not present on weathered surfaces in the same way as the larger, more conspicuous cranidia (Fig. 2C, D), and are difficult to observe in the field. Hence, pygidia-rich assemblages could easily pass unnoticed.

6. Patterns at the biofacies level

6.1. Multivariate analysis of abundance data

Multivariate analysis of trilobite abundance and/or occurrence data has a long history (e.g., Ludvigsen, 1978; Ludvigsen and Westrop, 1983; Balseiro et al., 2010; Carlucci and Westrop, 2012; Hally and Paterson, 2014), and similar techniques are used widely in paleoecological analyses (e.g., Patzkowsky and Holland, 1999; Brett et al., 2007b; Clapham and James, 2008). Moreover, widespread documentation of recurrent, environmentally related associations (biofacies; paleocommunities) of fossils (e.g., Patzkowsky and Holland, 1999; Amati and Westrop, 2006), often characterized by environmental tracking (e.g., Westrop, 1996; Brett et al., 2007a), as well as onshore-offshore gradients of species richness (e.g., Westrop and Adrain, 1998) indicate

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Spearman’s rho</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group 1</td>
<td>0.234</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 2</td>
<td>0.115</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 3</td>
<td>−0.118</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 4</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Spearman’s rho</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group 1</td>
<td>0.192</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 2</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 3</td>
<td>−0.189</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 4</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
that ecologically significant data can be retrieved from the fossil record at the community level.

In this study, we use both classification (cluster analysis) and ordination (non-metric multidimensional scaling [NMS]) methods to define biofacies. We also test for a relationship between positions of samples along an NMS axis and the overall C/P ratio for each sample, thereby assessing the potential influence of sorting bias on biofacies groupings.

6.2. Cluster analysis

We performed cluster analysis on log-transformed genus abundance data for 34 samples using Ward’s method (Fig. 9A), which is based on euclidean distances and is a space-conserving method of linkage that minimizes chaining (McCune and Grace, 2002); we obtained the same results using average linkage (unweighted pair group method with arithmetic mean) and Bray-Curtis similarity (not shown). Fig. 9A shows the samples in Q-mode clustering order along with the abundances of the dominant genera, which are also identified by the isotaphonomic group to which they belong. Two large clusters of stratigraphically segregated samples are interpreted as recording two distinct biofacies, the \textit{Ibexicurus-Symphysurina} (I-S) and \textit{Politicurus-Hintzecurus} (P-H) biofacies. Median values of the overall C/P ratio are not significantly different for samples assigned to each biofacies (Fig. 9B), so that the results of the cluster analysis are not influenced by sorting bias.

The biofacies are in part gradational (e.g., species of \textit{Bellefontia} appear in the upper part of the stratigraphic range of the I-S Biofacies and remains abundant in the P-H biofacies). However, the P-H Biofacies also differs from the I-S Biofacies in the loss of species of some key taxa (\textit{Ibexicurus; Symphysurina} becomes rare), and the addition of others (\textit{Politicurus} and \textit{Ibexicurus}). This pattern of replacement cannot be a result of taphonomic processes, particularly the substitution of species of \textit{Hintzecurus} for species of \textit{Ibexicurus}, as they belong to the same isotaphonomic group. Biofacies replacement is expressed stratigraphically and, in the context of a single stratigraphic section, it is difficult to know whether this is evolutionary (addition of species, or pruning of clades by extinction) or ecological (habitat tracking with the appearance of shallow water species in the latter part of the HST). However, as similar stratigraphic changes can be seen in the succession of the Bear River Range of southern Idaho (Adrain et al., 2003; unpublished), we suspect that the changes up-section at LDN record predominantly evolutionary patterns.

6.3. Ordination

Non-metric multidimensional scaling is used widely in ecological and paleoecological analysis (see McCune and Grace, 2002, p. 125 for a summary of the advantages of this method). It was performed on the same data set as the cluster analysis and, as in the latter, euclidean distance was used as dissimilarity index. A 2-D solution was used in the Q-mode NMS because addition of a third dimension led to only a small reduction in stress values (from 0.106 to 0.07) without appreciably changing the results. Groupings of samples produced by the cluster analysis (Fig. 8) are readily recognizable in the plot of NMS axes 1 and 2 (Fig. 10A).

The positioning of samples along a gradient immediately lends itself to a test of the impact of taphonomic bias on biofacies recognition. Sample position and C/P ratio should co-vary if sorting is biasing the outcome of biofacies analysis. Fig. 10B shows a plot of C/P against scores on NMS axis 1. Rank order of C/P is not correlated with rank order of NMS scores (for axis 1 and C/P, Pearson’s rho = 0.009; p = 0.96; also
the correlation between axis 2 and C/P [not shown] was not significant), indicating that taphonomic sorting does not influence the distribution of collections along the gradient.

6.4. Species richness

To test for a potential control on species richness by taphonomic sorting, we examined the relationship between the number of species in a sample and the C/P ratio. For raw counts of species (Fig. 11A), rank orders of richness and C/P ratio are not correlated (Spearman’s rho = −0.073; p = 0.60). As sample size influences species richness, we also used rarefaction in a second analysis (Fig. 10B). We calculated the expected number of species at a standard sample size (E[S]) of 80 individuals, which represented a compromise between maintaining the highest possible sample size while retaining as many samples as possible in the analysis (with a cut-off at 80 individuals, the number of samples was reduced from 34 to 26). The net result was to shift two samples with extreme values of C/P and low rarefied richness to the left edge of the distribution (Fig. 11B), resulting a negative correlation between rank order of C/P and E[S], albeit one that is not significant (Spearman’s rho, −0.209; p = 0.13). This disappears when the two outliers are removed.

Samples from the Politicus-Hintzeclus Biofacies tend to have higher richness than those from the Ibexicus-Symphurina Biofacies, and this difference is significant with both a Mann-Whitney U test and a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (Table 4); following rarefaction, the difference is significant only with a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (Table 4).

7. Discussion

Although there was unambiguous evidence for taphonomic sorting of sclerites, we were unable to find any significant correlation between rank orders of C/P ratios and abundances, both at the level of individual isotaphonomic groups and for entire samples at the biofacies level; the
C/P ratio of samples showed no relationship with scores along ordination axes or with the groupings produced by cluster analysis. Multivariate analysis of abundance data in this case has produced groupings of collections that have ecological significance. This must be at least in part due to the fact that each biofacies includes unique taxa, and this type of faunal replacement along an environmental gradient will be resistant to distortion by taphonomic processes (see also Westrop, 1986).

Preservational quality indicates that sorting was not accompanied by pervasive destruction of sclerites by physical breakage, suggesting relatively low energy levels during accumulation and/or, short residence times in the taphonomically active zone (TAZ; Davies et al., 1989). The absence of any stratigraphic trend in the C/P ratio indicates that there was no major change in sorting regime with upward shallowing along what was likely a modest depth gradient. Small-scale, thin, patchy accumulations of skeletal material (Fig. 2C, D) suggest that sorting involved shuffling of sclerites and that there was no large-scale lateral transport of skeletal material. It is likely that the trilobite accumulations of the Red Canyon Member have been lightly overprinted by taphonomic processes.

Our results are encouraging but our data are limited to a segment of a bathymetric gradient that lies between fairweather and mean storm wave base. At some point, we expect that taphonomic bias will start to overwhelm the ecological signal in the data, as energy level of the depositing medium increases and/or as the residence time in the TAZ increases. For example, proximal settings near fairweather wave base should be characterized by more frequent and intense reworking, and this will increase the role of differential breakage, enhance sorting, and probably lead to condensation. When most sclerite types are undergoing transportation and/or breakage, patterns of abundance and probably also species richness will become distorted. Loss of majority of sclerite types of a particular isotaphonomic group will clearly be a problem. In the context of faunas similar to those documented in this study, we predict that high levels of differential breakage and sorting would lead to over-representation of large, robust tails of groups 3 and 4.

Conversely, in deeper sites near maximum storm wave base, a shift from winnowing to mud blanketing as a dominant process (e.g., Miller et al., 1988) may lead to very high ecological fidelity (e.g., Taylor and Brett, 1996), to the extent that even snapshots of behavior are preserved.
Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>M-W U-test</th>
<th>K-S test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E(Sn)</td>
<td>48; 0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>48; 0.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(e.g., Karim and Westrop, 2002). That is, bathymetric changes in taphonomic regimes (e.g., Brett and Baird, 1986) could well result in parallel shifts in reliability of ecological parameters derived from fossil assemblages.

8. Conclusions

We can never know the true living abundances of fossil assemblages, but routine documentation of environmentally related bioclasts or paleocommunities in the literature demonstrates that ecologically significant data can be retrieved from the fossil record at the community level. Analysis of sclerite ratios allows further insight into the robustness of paleoecological data. Our results indicate that, at least in some relatively shallow, subtidal carbonate settings above storm wave base, taphonomic sorting does not control rank order of abundance or species richness. Similarly, sorting did not influence positions of samples along ordination axes or their classification by cluster analysis. Modern live-dead comparisons attempt to evaluate ecological fidelity of death assemblages in the face of time averaging, and suggest that rank order may be preserved in many cases. Our analysis is aimed at a different source of bias – taphonomic sorting – but our results are broadly congruent with the conclusions of modern, actualistic studies, and are cause for cautious optimism regarding the reliability of paleoecological data.
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